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We’re upping our game this year at Furniture, Lighting & Decor with 
Style Reports five times a year, where we go in-depth in categories that 
are essential to home/hospitality design and retail. 

Review our Style Report topics to find the category that will put you in 
front of customers and showcase your savvy style. 

2020 STYLE REPORT LINEUP:

MARCH: FINISHING TOUCHES
The design work is done but the job is not complete until the 

flowers, pillows, candles, tableware and other personal touches 

that tell the story are in place. Learn the categories and styles that 

designers and retailers are saying add panache and profit!

MAY: HOSPITALITY
Our Hospitality supplement is back this May just in time for HD 

Expo. Whether new innovations in performance materials and style 

or the latest opportunities in commercial design, we share the 

best opportunities and products with our interior design and retail 

audience. 

JUNE: UNDER FOOT
Are you feeling grounded? Our Style Report: Under Foot will focus 

on the foundation of a room’s design, be that new innovations in 

flooring materials or the latest in fashion rugs and how they’re being 

used. Designers and retailers will be paying attention to this Style 

Report for materials, designs and the overall ambience that starts 

with what’s on the floor. 

SEPTEMBER: COLOR THE HOME BEAUTIFUL
As we head into the fourth quarter, our attention turns to what 

comes next. We’ll be sharing our forecast for home furnishings color 

trends, finishes and the materials that will take the industry into 2021. 

Share your insights as well with our retail and designer audience. 

NOVEMBER: HOSPITALITY
Hospitality is such a huge opportunity for our interior design and 

retail audiences, we can’t do it just once. As we get ready for BDNY 

in New York, we’re sharing once again the styles, products and 

opportunities that cross the residential/hospitality border, making an 

escape feel like home and home feel like an escape.

COST: $2,500 PER FULL PAGE AD


